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Alumni Banquet . 
Thirty-Sixth Annual, of Chicago College of Dental Surgery, at Hotel 
Sherman, June 4, 1918 
The Toastmaster: Once more you will hear from the faculty. 
The faculty is represented by one of whom you have heard many 
times during the past week. While I do not expect to consume any 
time in introducing him, I will say that the greatest aim of his life 
has been to prepare you for your duties. No one has worked hard-
er than he has to that end. He is a man who is univer ally re-
spected and whom we all love. I introduce to you Dr. Buckley. 
(Applause.) 
Dr. Buckley said: Mr. Dean, Ladies and Gentlemen: I am 
not in exactly the same position that Lincoln was in. An old man 
came in and talked to Lincoln for about half an hour when Lincoln 
was busy with matters of great importance. The old man was 
trying to explain how Lincoln could stop the Ci:ril War. Linco;n, 
you remember, alway began hi peeche and his conver ation by 
aying "That remind me," and then he told a tory. After thi 
old man had talked for about half an hour, Lincoln finally ucceed d 
in cro5sing hi long legs and reached out hi hand and said, " ood-
bye, my ;riend, good-bye; what you have said doesn't remind me of 
anything." (Laughter.) 
I could talk a long time on the ubj ct that ha been a igned 
to me tonight, but I can a ure you that I shall not ay one-tenth 
of what is in my mind that I might ay about the faculty of thi 
in titution, because there are other peaker to follow me. I want 
to refer to two or three in tance and then I will give way to the 
other speakers. 
Tho e who have spoken have referred to the members of the 
faculty, and particularly Dr. Butler in hi eloquent and gracious 
manner. Dr. Puterbau h referred to the member of the faculty, 
and o did Dr. road bent. orne two or three year ago (some 
of you ha e heard this incident before but I will tell it to you be-
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cause it is true) I was to lecture . at Louisville, and before the 
lecture they took me for a drive through Cherokee Park. Those who 
have been to Louisville and have seen thi park know that it is a 
beautiful natural park and in it there is a monument. They told me 
to look at thi monument as we went by because there was some-
thing peculiar about it. I did so, and when the machine had passed 
it I said it was a beautiful monument, but I did not ee anything 
characteristic or peculiar about it. It wa like ome of the monu-
ments in Chicago and elsewhere that I had seen. "Well," they said, 
"the peculiar and characteristic thing about this monument is ome-
thing you would not know or learn by looking at it. It is the monu-
ment of a man here in Louisville who till live ; a man who ha done 
a great deal for the city f Loui ville, and the citizens _erected that 
monument while he was living, and he i living yet." 
That afternoon, after we completed our drive, before I was to 
lecture, Dr. E. A. Torch, of Loui ville, a ked permis ion to how 
a patient that had cleft palate and hare-lip. The patient wa a boy, 
about 13 or 14 year of age. He had been sent to a great many 
surgeons throughout the country, and these surgeons, prominent 
a they were, refu ed to operate becau e they thought there was 
nothing to be done in t.hi particular ca , so bad wa the cleft. Dr. 
Torch was o pleased with the results obtained by the opetation by 
a surgeon that he wanted to how the ca e, even though it wa only 
a few week ince the operation wa done. When I took my turn 
in line and looked into the boy' mouth and aw this beautiful 
re ult, I thought of the monument that was erected to that man 
who still live in Loui ville. I thought then a I think now and 
shall alway think, that if there i any man who de erve to have a 
monument erected to him while he till live for what he ha done 
and i doing today for uffering and deformed humanity, that man 
is the dean of our chool who operated on that boy. (Loud ap-
plause.) 
La t winter I wa in Lo Ano-ele itting at a table with my 
brother-in-law and hi wife. My back wa turned to my brother-
in-law, who . eemed to be intere ted, and very oon I felt orne 
one tap me on the houlder and he aid, "\ hat are you doing out 
here?" I found it wa Dr. Broph . I aid, 'How did you happen to 
be here?" He replied, "Come with me to the ho pi tal tomorrow and 
I v ill how you ome intere ting ca e ." I wa out there for a re t, 
and I naturally uppo ed Dr. Brophy wa there al o for a re t. I 
went to the hospital the following da and there were e en or 
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eight cases of little children on whom Dr. Brophy had operated, 
and he had been in Los Angele less than a week. vVherever you 
go all over this country and all over the world, you will ee the 
wonderful re ults that have been obtained by this man who dared 
in the .days mentioned by Dr. Butler to say that operation could be 
successfully performed on a child only a few week old. 
Two weeks ago I wa at Indianapolis. Dr. Otto U. King, who 
took two years of work in this in titution, and graduated from the 
Northwestern Schooi, who is now secretary of the National D nt~l 
A sociation, told a group of young men in Indianapoli of a recent 
experience he had had in hicago. Hi experience wa thi : r. 
King three or four week ago__:_you boy may remember it- went 
out to the Chicago College of Dental urgery with Dr. Johns n. 
He told me, and he told that group of men, that he aw that after-
noon one of the mo t beautiful piece of gold work it had e cr 
been hi privilege to ee. There wa one ca brought to Dr. John-
son for examination in which the work wa not o O'O d, and goinO' 
home that night Dr. John on eemed to be worried and Dr. King 
said, "Doctor, I certainly enjoyed lookin at thi b autiful g ld 
work that your boys are doing ov r there." r. John on aid, " 
but think of that one boy." ome uoy brou ht in one ca e in which 
the filling wa worse than mediocre, and o i L worried r. John on 
becau e the boy had failed to put in a good gold filling. It imply 
shows the con cienti u ne of thi man. 
The group of men with v hom I hav be n a ciated for tw n-
ty-two year will be for you j u t xactly what th y l"ave b n f r 
me. I can ay v ith Tenny on that thi faculty to m ha 1J n 
more than my brother hav to me. Did you ev r r ad that p m 
entitled, "In Memoriam " of T nny on? om wh r T nny on 
ay that he had writt n thi m moriam in m m ry f hi d ar 
friend, Arthur Henry Hallam. Hi uroth r to k him to ta k wh n 
they read the tanza of a lon po m. Th y . plain d l T nny n 
how much they loved him and appreciate hi work, and how they 
confidently expected that th ir aff ction and fri n hip w uld b 
reciprocated by him, and they thought h u(7ht not to hav . aid that 
thi ) oung man who came into hi life wa more o him than they 
had already been. In that beet.utiful po m he ~ay 
... fore than my brother are to me,-
Let thi not Yex the , nobl heart! 
I kno\ thee of what force thou art 
To ho' d th c:J tlie t life in fee. 
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But thou and I art one in kind, 
As moulded like in Nature's mint; 
And hill and wood and field did print 
The same sweet forms in either mind. 
For us the same cold streamlet curl'd 
Thro' all his eddying coves; the same 
All winds that roam the twilight came 
In whispers of the beauteous wo~ld. 
At one dear knee we proffer'd vows, 
One les on from one book we learn'd, 
Ere childhood's flaxen ringlet turn'd 
To black and brown on kindred brows. 
And so my wealth resemb~e thine, 
But he was rich where I was poor, 
And he supplied my want the more 
As his unlikeness fitted mine." 
So I can say, the members of this faculty will be to you as 
they have been to me, more than my own brothers are to me, because 
they are rich where I was poor, and that for the last twenty years 
they supplied my wants before as their unlikeness fitted mine. (Ap-
plause.) 
As I am going away for a time, I will not say good-bye, but 
hope I will have the opportunity of coming back here and meeting 
you boy , not as stud nts, but as succe sful fellow practitioners. I 
thank you. (Loud applause.) 
The Toastma tcr: vVhen I call d up the next speaker and asked 
him if he might find it po sible to come here thi evening, naturally 
he hesitat d because he is a bu y man. He ha many engaaement . 
He looked over his appointments, and when he called me up a little 
later and said he would come, I wa v ry glad. The entiment 
"\ hen \Vill It End?" will be re ponded to by Mr. P. B. Eckhart. 
(Applause.) 
Mr. Eckhart said: Mr. Toa tma ter, Ladies and Gentlemen: I 
wa given liberty by Dr. Brophy to elect my own subject, and I have 
done it. I did it becau e I knew that your mind and heart are 
clo ely alEed to thing that you ha e been doing and are about to 
do. Your chool day have ju t clo ed and you are about to begin 
the practice of your profe ion, yet I am ure you ~re ::-.11 more or 
Ies intere ted a. m rican ~tud nt in thi great ' ar, and if you 
will indulge me a few moment I will try to ay a fev word to you 
about the thina we are thinking about and you have heard o m:-.ny 
cxpre s their opinion on. 
\Ve are living today in the greate t period of the ci ilization of 
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the wprld, and whether we are con cious of it or not, a great cri is 
exists in this world. God seem to foreordain that America shall 
step in at this cri is and be instrum ntal in savin
0 
the world. It 
rests with each one of you to say what you shall do to help America 
in her great task and to leave an impr ss upon hi tory, or whether 
you are going to sit idly by and take no active part in it. After 
more than fifty years of peace, interrupted by participation in the 
Spanish-American War, we find our el es face to face with over-
whelming numbers of men and are plunged into thi hide us mael-
strom which is devastating Europe. For more than a generation 
Germany has been preparing for thi oTeat struggle. \Vith her 
belli h efficiency she has planned to puni h u . he has hown 
how the war should be conducted for h r own end . ~nerica wa 
invaded by ermany. That inva ion ha been a secret but con tant 
one. It ha been going on continuou ly through our lif time. That 
we were not aware of it has only made it the more dangerou . That 
it did not ucceed any better than it has i no fault of the ch min 
Prussian; that it ha had a much succe as it ha had i a credit 
to America' ho pitality and genera ity with which we r cci ve all 
people of the world to share in th gr at benefit of thi r pub:ic. 
Germany hate u only as the guilty an hate.' h ha ci ntifically 
and systematically in till d that hatr d of the Eno-li '1- pcakin 
people into the heart of e ry German, and yet w triv not to 
merit the hate of any people. r o great nation ev r wan~ to g l 
on with higher, purer, or more unselfi h moti than w d . That 
was our purpo e a year ago when we ntered the conflict; it i our 
purpo e today, and no matt r how 1 ng thi war hall last, and no 
matter what price we pay, our purpo hall b the ame. \\' a ,k 
no gain; we want no land; we want no mon y; w a k for n 
power. Our aim are known to th world. They ha b en 
pre ed in heroic word by our gr at re ident. ( pplau . ) Th y 
demand th.e re pect and they hall en"" th rutiny of ur n mic , 
and they are worthy of the love and th admirati n f v r d c nt, 
liberty-lo ing people in thi world. 
One year ago la t April, when we b rran t think that it had 
been really our war from the very 1 innin thi nAict w 
three thou and mile away. I am s rry to ay it, but it is a fact that 
we can not shut our eye to, that to many pe ple in this c untry 
said the war i till more than thr thou and mil away, but t 
other it appeared to be the cl t thin in th ir li I• r the fir t 
time in one hundred and f rt -tw lif of thi gr aL 
• 
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republic we people of America find ourselves collectively faced 
with a problem that is as big as we are. Last April, when we went 
into this war, the thought passed through the minds of many people, 
" Why, we Americans have never suffered defeat; we are too big; 
we are too rich .: we are too brave to be defeated, and now that we 
add ourselves to the allied nations victory will come to us and to our 
wearied comrades." We have learned in a little more than a year 
that in this war boastfulness, high hopes, men and money, can not 
alo..ne win the war. There is much to be done here. We had to 
first create and equip a great army. That has been done well and 
quickly done. (Applause.) We had to replenish our navy with men 
to put ships out on the sea, to send them abroad, and that has been 
done, well done, and quickly done. vVe had to give our boys to fly 
in the air wings with which to do so. That has not been done yet, 
but it will be done, and well done, politicians and pessimists to the 
contrary notwithstanding. (Applause.) We had to bridge the At-
lantic Ocean with a long line of ships to carry our boys to France, 
to take their munitions, food, clothing and equipment. That ha 
been done and is being better done each year and each day. But 
more important than that, more difficult, is that we have had to take 
a vast number of men out of more than one hundred millions of 
people and train them to the ways of war. It is difficult to take an 
independent and prosperous people and discipline them in a short 
time, to teach them from the greatness they have inherited that they 
must bring to the service not only their sons and brothers and hus-
bands, not only the men and material, not only the mean with 
. which to do, but most important of all, bring to them that heart, 
that will to win, that spirit without which no great people can win in 
a great conflict. I · am gratified to say that is coming to the front 
rapidly, and with it we can not lo e. Don't make this mi take that 
Germany is exhausted. She is still able to have l~er armies take on 
and keep on the offensive. Her people still believe she can not lose; 
they still trust their leaders. More than that, they are willing to 
sacrifice themselve for the sake of their cause. \Vhile many of the 
people in Germany are sick of the war, they have not ceased sup-
porting their armie , and they believe that victory which ha been 
so clo e to their gra p \Yithin the last two year , will oon be ob-
tained, although, thank God, we know it is ever receding from 
their grasp. (Applause.) 
It would be ea y for me to ay to you plea ant thing thing 
you ~ ould like to hear to cheer and comfort you, but in the e times 
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of a great nation at war, to say these plea ant thing i sometimes 
a cowardly thing to do. Germany' next great drive will be against 
the emotions of the allied people and not against our soldier in 
the trenches, and is more to· be feared and dreaded than the mur-
derous submarine that now slink b neath the wave of our ea oa t. 
We must pay no attention to the Prussian coming forward with 
his hand tretched out in a token of his de ire for peace. (Applau e.) 
When that occurs, the time has arrived that will te t your loyalty 
to your ideal , your loyalty to your Allie , and your loyalty to your 
own dead. Now i no time to talk peac or to think of peace, nor 
to allow the yearning in your heart that this dreadful thing will 
sool! come to an end. Of cour e, it mu t end ome day, but that 
end must come not by the ermans' making but becau e of what 
Germany aims at. Don't build up hope on a false foundation. Thi 
war will not come to sudden end because of a revolution in Germany; 
thi war will not come to a udd n end becau e Germany' allie fall 
away from her; this war will not orne to a udden end becau ·e f 
some spectacular, novel victory. No, thi war will end and will 
end only when enough of Am rica's millions of boy have gone to 
France and forever defeated the kaiser' armie . (Applau e.) 
The German mind i gro ly materiali tic, and the materiali t 
loves succe , but he hate failure, and when the erman army fail , 
military autocracy fall , and when military autocracy fall th 
kai er, the crown prince, and the murderou gan of ot dam will 
slink into their hole . ( pplau e.) Th y can under tand but on 
philosophy. They have been fed on the philo ophy of hate, that 
might make right, and that brute pow r i the ohenzollern 
which they mu t wor hip. You can con ince them only wh n y u 
have defeated them, and there i only on way to defeat th II un, 
and that i with brute force. \ e have the pow r. ur 1 th 
opportunity; ours i the de tiny t apply that force and to wip ut 
that hated thing from the earth. \ e w r hip but one d, th 
God of mercy, the d of ju tic ,- ye , the d f p ac , but n t 
the God of German peace p ace found on wrong and nurtu r d 
by that helli h propaganda, that hid u phil phy that ke p up 
avage brutality. \Ve will con nt to but n nd to thi war, and an 
end that mean thi horrid thing can n er happ n again n thi 
earth. \Ve follow but one flag· '"'' ar 1 yal t but ne untry and 
where er that flag and wher er tha country 1 ad vv f 11 w 
they lead traight ah ad in on 1 ng narr w path, and at th 
of that path, thou h w truggl n thr u h our wn lif tim 
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through the lifetime of our children, we will finally come to victory, 
a righteous victory, and then a definite and lasting peace. (Loud 
applause.) 
Rev. Roy L. mith responded to "Cavitie and Crowns." 
He said: Mr. Toastmaster, Members of the Faculty and 
Friends: I want to ay a few words in regard to cavities and crowns. 
Have you ever noticed how much men are alike? There are dif-
ferent kinds of men as there are different kinds of teeth. Some 
men are strong and clean; others are irregular and indifferent; 
s-till others are yellow. I have discovered that men and teeth are 
somewhat similar. Some of them need attending to. There is an 
advertisement of a tooth powder which say , "A clean tooth never 
decays." I suppose that is good dental philosophy. At any rate, 
it simply means that a neglected tooth wiJ sooner or later decay, 
but a clean tooth is not so likely to decay. My experience, since I 
have been out of school, is that in proportion as we neglect to study 
and to take advantage of the instruction and discipline we received 
as students, we decay and deteriorate. You may be astonished, 
but the fact of the bu iness is, at one t:mc I knew something about 
economics. I wrote a master thesis on the subject of the minimum 
wage, and I still know something about the minimum wage, but 
for three years I have not given the subject much attention·. If we 
neglect to study, just as we neglect to clean our teeth, we will de-
cay mentally. I have seen profes :onal men come to a dead stand-
till because they were dep,ending on things with which they were 
supplied at their profes ional chool. Th.e man who neglect to 
study continuou ly after graduation will find himself lowing down; 
he is not keeping abreast of the time in which we live, and ooner 
or later he decays, both mentally and phy ically. The man who 
does not keep up with the conditions and time in which he live 
will ultimately find that he i slowing down and will have to 'go on 
a farm or begin to sell lif.e in urance. I. do not know what he 
would have to do if he were a dentist. 
"A man never appreciates liberty," aid a young man, (C until 
it is gone." I wa greatly impre ed with what Mr. Eckhart said 
about liberty and the thing we were fio-hting for. We have earned 
the hatred of the German people becau e of our lo e of liberty. vVe 
will never appreciate what America mean until we realize the 
wonderful privilege and libertie gi en to u by the acrifice of 
tho e men who ha e made Old Glory gloriou . (Applau e.) 
peaking of crown , I ne er had but one crown in m h ad, 
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.and that was a failure. The dentist who put on that crown was not 
::a g'raduate of the Chicago College of Dental Surgery 01: it would 
·not have failed. (Laughter.) One thing I have noticed about bad 
crowns is they are always conspicuous. They stare you in the 
. face, and we see lots of people who apparently have more gold in 
their mouths than they have in their pockets. It is economic cam-
ouflage; it gives the appe@-rance of wealth and prosperity and a 
considerable expenditure of money. 
One thing that impresses me in my experience with men at such · 
gatherings as this is, that any man who undertakes to substitut 
anything for that supreme thing of character is going to find it un-
satisfactory. The world is looking today for men who are clean, 
straightforward, efficient; men who know how to do their task so 
well that they do not have to do it over again. A man mu t be him-
self. My ideas and your ideas, and your opinions and my opinion , 
are worth just as much as the ideas and the opinions of another 
man as long as there are no kinks in them. My thinking i just a 
clear as any other man's t1iinking as long as there are no kinks in it, 
and my logic is just as correct as another man's logi" if there are no 
kinks in it. I beg of you not to be imitators. Dare to be origin:1.l, 
dare to be yourselves, dare to do the thing which you find your elve::; 
prepared to do. The man who dares to be original, who dares to be 
himself, who would rather be himself than offer to ub ~itute another 
man's opinion with which he can not find himself in agreement, i 
the man who is wanted in these days. Have confidence in your 
ideas, once you are sure there are no kinks in your ideals, and no 
kinks in your thinking. As you go out, dare to he original in your 
work, and keep uppermost in your mind that a clean tooth n ver 
decays. If you dare to be original, cavities and crowns will enter 
into your lives in such a real sort of way that earning a livelihood 
will become a part of life itself, and great devotion to and int r t 
in your work will be of far greater value to you a profe ional men 
than mere money-making. ( Applau e.). 
I appreciate greatly the opportunity of ha ing been with you 
this evening, and I congratulate you on being graduates of the 
Chicago College of Dental urg ry. (Applause.) 
A telegram wa read and ord red transmitted to olon 1 \i il-
liam H. G. Logan, a memb(jf of the faculty, regretting his absence 
and conveying greeting and good wishes. 
After the benediction by Dr. , mith wa pronoun d the au-
dience joined hands and sang "Auld Lang yne." 
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President's Address 
Delivered at the Alumni Banquet 
BY G. B. SKINNER 
Mr. Toastmaster, Members of the Faculty, Fellow Classmates, 
Friends: With the red planet at it zenith and the war god reigning 
supreme on the throne of the world, there is attached to the gradua-
tion ceremony of this year a significance that i phenomenal. With-
out. precedent in the history of the world's conflicts, there is being 
waged the most disastrous and barbarous war, inconceivable even 
in the mind of one harboring the most heino~s hallucinations. 
But, as the war is terrible, so the cause for whi~~ it is fought is 
just. 
I say, then, that while in other years graduating classes merged 
from the academic atmosphere of college life to the pecuniary pur-
suits of their profession, they were confronted by a single problem-
their own individual welfare, we, as a class, face a greater re-
sponsibility. The world is at the one supreme crisis of its existence. 
Whether it will live and thrive a world of free people, who may 
manifest their birthrights, or wheth~r it will stagger along, a 
downtrodden people under the oppres ion of Kaiserism, is the 
question before every man today. 
Graduates of Chicago College Dental have entered the world 
as men, equipped with a profession, but now we must enter al o 
as men full of patriotism and democracy, and ready not only to 
maintain that we are patriots, but to defend that principle of ae-
mocracy with our time, our best efforts, our knowledge-yes, even 
with our live . 
Much ha ~ been aid about the war, but to quote the immortal 
word of Abraham Lincoln, in hi famous Getty burg address, 
"The world will little note nor long remember what we say here, 
but it can never forget what they did here." o, too, we will be 
numbered among tho e who not only think and ay, but do. In a 
short time we hall have enli ted our ervices in the army of our 
country. \Ve con ider it not a , a duty, not as a nece ity but as 
a co eted privilege. Here and now we mu t say in our heart that 
we are citizen of the nited tate , not only in name, but in deed. 
At the appointed time we _hall march behind Old Glory and we 
hall mu ter to the fr nt not only our phy ical prowe , but all the 
intellectual ability and profe. ional knowledge we have acquired in 
the ear that we hav spent in tudy. \Ye are not merely thankful, 
I 
r -
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as the ordinary soldier who has the opportunity afforded him to 
defend his inherent principles of freedom, but we are doubly glad-
glad that we may defend our own rights and by our professional , 
services enable others to defend theirs and the nation as a whole. 
Perhaps never bdore has it been so poignant, so perceptible, 
why destiny decreed that we should be favored with a good educa-
tion. Perhaps never before have the fates demonstrated the pres-
'tige which is ours in the knowledge that we have attained. As the 
missionary devotes his learning to obtain salvation for others, and 
gives his knowledge and effort without monetary remuneration, 
so we, too, will be afforded the most noble of all opportunities-that 
of serving without mercenary motive our fellow-men. Our presence 
in the ranks will swell them, _ not only in the actual number we 
constitute, but in the vast army of people we represent-those 
whose lives will be saved through the service we will be privileged 
to render them. 
Medical and surgical aid in the present war are services that 
are particularly fitting. Kaiserism, or Hungitis, as we might t erm 
it, is a disease. It originated with the kaiser, W'ho through a her-
itage has an incurable disease. As his arm is withered, so hi oul 
and mind are also shrunken. Under the mighty sway of this power, 
his subjects, who dare not even to think for themselves, have been 
h~rded together in a vast army. Thi disease has pread like the 
proverbial mob spirit. It has infected half the world, and the only 
way it can be stamped out is by going after it, and by any mean 
that may prove effectual, eliminate· it. Like a cancer, the disea e i 
gnawing at the vitals of the world. If di regarded, it would spr ad 
its deadly branches. If tampered with, it becomes irritated, and 
more troublesome, finally proving fatal to the life of the world. In 
case of a plague or pe tilence, any means is j u tifiable to blot out 
that scourge. Now, million of men, billion of dollar , and many, 
many billion of gun , bullets, ship and aeroplane are n eded. 
Uncle Sam is ecuring these thing , and ·now we are afforded an 
opportunity of aiding him. We glory in that chance! 
As denti t , as men, we hall help. As men w shall do our 
hare in blotting out the di ea e which threaten th life of the 
world. \Ve will give what money we have w will lend our up-
. port of every kind. A dentist we will extend our knowledge- a 
knowledge that will be in trum ntal in eliminating the more on-
crete case of disea e, y here medical and urgical kill i eff ctual. 
As men and a urgeon we will give our all, our live . 
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What we do here tonight, then, does not merely formally mark 
.our departure from scholastic pursuits to the practical activities of 
life, but we mark a farewell to all the lesser things of life. We 
step from a life, where the most vital subjects were, where to find 
a good patient, how to make an allowance stretch, how to obtain 
the best results with the least effort and how to convince the faculty 
that our methods were superior to those of the textbook or the 
demonstrator. Seriously, we have, most of us, confronted only the 
minor. questions of a rather secluded life. We are particularly 
for-tunate in having been afforded the opportunity of a professional 
education. Most of the luxuries of an academic life have been ours. 
We will step into a turbulent, industrial world, and from there to 
the more turbulent field of battle. Tonight we will mark that 
transition by summoning to the fore all the .inherent principles of 
true citizens of democracy. We will call up our birthrights, the 
characteristics we inherited. from the Pilgrim forefathers who 
braved an unblazed wilderness in defense of a principle-Freedom; 
the characteristic which we inherited from our forbe~rs who 
struggled in Valley Forge, barefooted and bleeding through the snows 
of many winters, in defense of a principle-Freedom; we will sum-
mon to our aid the characteristics we inherited from our ancestor in 
'61, who fought, American against American, in defense of a 
principle-Freedom; and finally, as the quintessence of incentives, 
we will call to our support the new-found characteristics of our 
citizenship, those derived from our knowledge of the at~ocities per-
petrated by the fiendish, diabolic kaiser and the unrelenting, inhuman 
Hun in their devastation of all that we hold sacred-our freedom, 
our women, our children and our property. We will be strengthened 
by calling up in our minds and our hearts these old and the e new-
found factors in our existence, and we, too, in the paramount ef-
fort and what, plea e God, will be the final one of_ the ages, fight, 
strive and win, for the principle- Fteedom. 
We wish especially at this time to expres our appreciation and 
g~atitude to the men who, by giving u the very great benefit of 
their time, knowledge and experience, have made it po ible for us 
to lea e thi school equipped to make our way in the world success-
fully-the faculty. A we go through life we will constantly be 
reminded of the many benefits they have given us which will carry 
us over the difficult place in the practice of our profe ion. And 
when we top and con ider that the e men are giving up larger 
opportunities to practi e their profe ion and accumulate wealth 
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in order to help us, we realize that they deserve far more than 
we can express in mere thanks·, and our debt to them can only be 
discharged by our practicing our profession thoroughly, honorably 
and for the greater. benefit of humanity. It is with sincere regret 
that we now have to leave these profes ors, who have been not only 
our teachers but our very dear friends. 
As American , a 1nen, a dentists, I ask you to drink a toa t 
to the greate t oportunity. ever afforded man, and which i our -
to serve God, country and fellow-man! 
Camp Alfred Vail 
Little Silver, N. J., July 8, 1918. 
Dear Doctor: I suppo e you like to hear from the boys at the fr0nt, 
and near front, occasionally. 
A · you know, I was the first dentist to be stationed here. This 
camp is a small special camp of the ignal Corp . My office and force 
are now enlarged, two dental surgeon , and two enlisted assistants. 
Like all army dentists, we are kept very busy. The longer I am in the 
service, the more I am convinced that, did congress know the real con-
ditions, they would speedily advance the quota from one dental urg·.: on 
per thousand, to one for each five hundred total strength of the forces. 
We are needed as no other branch is needed, and we can prove it by the 
volume of work we do. Col. Logan i c rtainly to be credited with the 
thoroughnes and quickne with which he has built up our pl nd' d 
corps. He has demon trated huge executive capacity. Th memb r f 
the corps are cognizant of it, and I am sure the authoritie at Wa h-
ington know it better than we. 
My wife is here now, staying at an adjoining town, and we are urely 
glad t<'> be together. I had my car driven through from hicago by 
a friend, and during leisur·e moment my better half and elf enjoy lit-
tle spins hereabouts. 
I was promoted to a captaincy about two months ago , and am of 
same rank as the camp surgeon here, and am about eighth in rank at the 
camp. It does my heart g<'>od to know the dent~l corps has the pre ~ige 
of the higher ranks. 
This is quite a summer re ort region, but summer seems to have 
been sidetracked on the way. 
incerely your , 
R. L. Anglemire. 
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From Overseas 
165th Fie:d Hospital, 117th San Tr., 42 Div., 
Aug. 21, 1918. 
Dear Doctor: For some little time it has been my intention to write 
to you and let you know that I am over here. I would have dropped 
you a note some months back had it not been that I wanted to wait till 
I had seen service at the front, or at least till I had gained some ex-
pet:ience as a soldier. Now that I have taken a part in the recent 
show over h~re, and can kick and growl about everything directly or 
indirectly affecting us, you may know I have had a little experience at 
soldiering. 
To begin with, I came over last November. The voy"age acruss was 
quite Uf!eventful, yet very interesting to a landlubber such as I. We 
were landed at a very dirty seaport town, and began a three-day jour-
ney on the French rail system, finally arriving at our training area, some 
distance back of the lines, not so far back but what we could hear the 
artillery work. Vve were in this area about. .three weeks, when we be-
gan a hundred-mile hike. This was rather a stiff piece of work, as the 
weather was very cold, and there were about eigh( inche; of snow. 
However, the division pulled through in pretty fair shape, as a whole. 
The chief trouble of the men in the ranks was from frostbitten feet. 
There were many cases of this, both men and officers. 
In this second area we remained t;everal weeks, and it was here that 
I was assigned as senior officer in the Divisional Dental Laboratory. 
Up to this time I had done no dental work whatever, as my outfit had 
not yet caught up to me, due to some irregularity in transport across 
the ocean. The dental equipment I have is known as the "portable 
base," the laboratory portion, with the exception of a Brophy gasoline 
outfit, being wholly of French make. My office is far from being equipped, 
yet I have enough to get along with. I am living in hopes' that within 
the next two or three years I may get a motorized outfit. 
The work done at the Divisional Laboratory is that of a general prac-
tice-plate, crown and bridge, gold inlay, amalgam and cement. Gold 
work is done in accordance with an A. E. F. order, and for a fee which 
is based on cost of materials. 
At the present time I am not working, but will be as oon as my 
equipment catches up with me again. You may not know it, but the 
Dental Corps has no transportation provided in the table of organiza-
tion, and as a result we often are held up waiting for equipment to 
come. 
During the recent action I have been econd a sistant in head and 
chest surgery, doing what was po sible in wounds of the jaw . ituated 
as we were it was not practicable to do any splint work, as we operated 
on only the severely wounded, and they were evacuated a soon as 
po ible. It is back at the e acuation and base ho pitals where the jaw 
cases are operated. 
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Recently we have operated the Field Hospital in some very interest-
ing territory, it being terrain which the Bache had evacuated rather 
hastily. At one location we had four barracks destroyed by high ex-
plosive shell fire, and then it was up to us to do the evacuating. At an-
other hospital site we were bombed by an aeroplane, but in this place 
as in the first our personnel suffered no casualties. 
Well, doctor, I must close, as my pen, ink and paper are poor, and 
I have no tab~e on which to writ.e. My regards to the office force. 
incerely, Robert I. Wood. 
WINTER EXODONTIA CLUB NUMBER ONE 
The exodontists of Minneapolis and St. Paul had their first formal 
meeting at the Minneapolis Athletic Club May 19, 1918. The guest of 
honor was Dr. George B. Winter of St. Louis, the author of "Exo-
dontia," and the originator of a new technique for the removal of im-
pacted lower third molars. Dr. Winter dernonstrated the efficiency of 
his system by removing a large number of impactions, at a clinic, the 
av~rage time employed being less than one minute. 
For recognition of his contributions to science, the club honored 
him by naming this, the fir t organization of its kind, for him. 
Henry B. lark, President. 
Carl ]. Rice, ecretary. 
We are grieved to record the death of Lieut. W. E. Hen haw, 
C. C. D. S. 1909. Lieut. Henshaw demon trated in the c 11 ge for 
a few years following hi graduation, 1 eating for practice at 6205 
Broadway, Chi<:ago. \Vhen the United tates entered th war he 
enlisted in the dental corps of the regular army, and wa ' tationed 
at the government offices on E. Ohio t., hicago, until pt. 23, 
when he was tricken with panish influenza, complicated with 
pneumonia, death occurring ept. 28, 1918. Becau e of hi unny, 
cheerful dispo ition, hi manly characteri ti , and hi kill in the 
profe sian hi host of friend mourn hi untimely end. 
The C. C. D. . was closed vVedne -day, ept. 11, for the funeral of 
Mrs. C. N. ] ohn on. The faculty, students, and ho t of friends deeply 
mourn with our students' dean, in his bereavement. 
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C. C. D. S. Boys Sontewhere at Fort Sheridan 
Or, The Horrors of War 
BY R. H. LEGGETT 
Now July 27, 1918, is a very significant date, for it was on th~t day. 
that twenty-two anemic parlor spaniels reported themselves at the post 
hospital of Ft. Sheridan for active duty. 
,These bloodthirsty warriors were members of the Medical Reserve 
Corp.s, all imbued with the- spirit of the task that lay before them, all 
filled with enthusiasm-- and beer. Verily, the night before had waxed 
warm. 
A great battle had raged up and down Madison Street. The 
warriors had emerged victorious, but at a tremendous sacrifice to pocket-
book, head and stomach, but no one had weakened. They believed the 
start of all new things ought to be marked with a fitting and glorious 
finish of the old-even as you and I. 
:And now, patient reader, let me take you gently by the hand and we 
will gaily trip down the marble corridors of Time and observe some 
of the touching adventures that befell these unsuspecting lambs. The 
first victim of our venom is Irving Gin burg, a dark-haired youth un-
doubtedly of Irish ( ?) extraction. The fortunes of war dealt cruelly 
with our Irving right off the bat, by putting him in the same tent with 
Hoeft and another Jewish youth named Red Kelly, both ex-gunmen, 
who had committed every crime against humanity, from porch-climbing 
to selling the lions in front of the Art Institute. 
The first night sleeping out promised to be great stuff. A full 
moon shone outside, the air was filled with the pleasant aroma 6f 
the woods, the roar of the .breakers to be heard down on the beach-
nature was batting a hundred, co!d. Irving was just about to take 
his evening trip with Morpheus, when Hoefty rolled over and casually 
remarked that the roar of the breakers was awful, adding that he incere-
ly hoped that the dam wouldn't break, as he never did forget reading 
about the la t terrible accident. Its horrors would be printed on his 
weak mind for the re t of his years. Red Kelly chimed in and agreed 
that if it ever d!d break the stuff was off, they would have a better chance 
if they were torpedoed in mid-ocean. 
By this time Irving was ha!f dres ed. His face had taken on the 
healthy tint of a frog' stomach, and several large beads of perspiration 
bedecked his a'abastrine brovv. He w..-.s shooting que tion aero the 
plate at a rate of peed thnt wou~d make a sucker of a Browning ma-
chine gun. Hoefty reluctantly to'd of how the d::tm broke one night 
and over three hundred men were caught like rat in a trap-not a 
fighting chance for life-horrible death-no chance of escape. 
Irving claimed he hadn't even seen the darn out on the lake. 
Hoefty said of cour e not; the dam wa three miles out· besides, no 
real oldier should worry about a little water, anyway a long ::'. he 
didn't have to take a bath in it. \ e ha' e to hand it to Irving-he 
stuck to the ship. Of course he didn:t get much s!eep for the next 
: 
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few nights, but he got used to the idea after a while, and had slept 
fairly well for two nights, when Hoefty dropped another casual remark 
about hating to bunk in the same tent with Red Kelly. On being ques-
tioned by Irving he related the story of Red's terrible affliction, getting 
up in his sleep bent on murder, and he usually got some one in the same 
room with him. He told of one sad experience; how Red had slit a 
fellow's throat from ear to ear and mutilated him horribly before he 
woke up, and how bad Red felt when he awoke: In fact, that was what 
gave Red that sad look in his eye. Irving sleeps in a different ..tent now. 
Then there is the sad case of Watson. Now Watson is a great lover 
of animals, truly a noble trait-in fact, he will admit it on the least 
provocation; that is, he would admit it, but now all is different. It was 
a very hot day; in fact, the mercury. was leaping from the top of the 
thermometer by teaspoonfuls. Watson had draped himself languidly 
over a bench in the shade of a tree and was enjoying life immensely, 
when a couple of mules happened to go by. Watson started to medi-
tate on how he would like to drive mules-how he understood their little 
mannerisms and idiosyncrasies--:-in fact, how he loved mules and ani-
mals in general. Watson made his mistake in meditating aloud. Some 
cruel bystander framed on Watson and a fake sergeant notified him 
that in view of the fact that he was on such familiar terms with mu'es 
and loved their cute little ways he would repair to the stables where 
there ·was a whole raft of mules that needed some gentle chambermaid 
to manicure their hides. 
Watson curried about seventy:five mules that afternoon before some 
soft-hearted officer put him next, and now Watson has a perfect horror 
of mules. In fact, he kicks the cat, slaps the doggies and throws 
stones at little squirrels, and if you mention mules he will go nuts and 
wind up by throwing an epileptic fit-poor Watson! 
Now Arado is a very firm young man; indeed, he sits on his con-
victions like a Gibraltar, and is always ready to hold verbal argum nt 
on any subject, whether he knows anything about it or not. He admits 
he is right before the argument starts, so there is no use to oppo e 
him. Now sergeants are rather reticent about arguing. Their tast 
seem to run more toward physical action than verbal bull , so when Arado 
volunteered his opinions on a certain matter to a certain sergeant he 
was ordered to peel potatoes, but he was sti:l there with the argument. 
He said reproachfully, "Why, I can't peel potatoes; I'm a doctor." 
The sergeant said, "Listen Bud; you were a doctor, you're a soldi r 
now and I'm your sergeant. Now peel "-and as the sergeQ.nt had a · 
lantern jaw and a particularly convincing manner he won the argument 
and Arado peeled enough potatoes to supply all the hotels in the loop 
for a year, and somehow or other he doesn't argue much nowadays. 
Wolter, Ginsburg, Behnke and Arado, known to be confirmed and 
hopeless "lounge lizard ," hate work like the kai er hates democracy. 
They are "Aces of Indolence and Repose" and a natural hatred of t il 
is sown deep in their breasts. 
A certain sergeant inquired for a few men who could operate a 
typewriter with quickness, skill and dispatch. They nearly caused a 
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riot convincing him of their cleverness. Little did these poor goofs 
suspect the horrible fate that awaited them. That afternoon the ser-
geant notified them that they were to accompany him to the room that 
held the typewriters and-ye gods !-the weasel introduced them to 
four · lawn mowers and told them to get busy and massage the lawn. 
They all agree now that compared with that sergeant, · Earl Dear is an-
angel of light with a high and noble calling. 
The gods of chance smiled sweetly on Hoeft and he finally managed 
to land an easy thing, as an assistant in the dental office. He assists 
a " loop hound " who claims he has to go to Chicago every week on 
business, and shows up Monday morning on crutches, looking like 
something we associate with black gloves and flowers. 
Hoeft is a good assistant, but he has one great fault that seems 
to be a monkey wrench in ·his wheels of progress. He is a confirmed 
spiritualist. The office opens at 8 o'clock every morning, and at 8: 30 
Hoeft gradually .goes into a trance, and the only thing that can awaken 
him is the mess bell. He comes to, long enough to absorb a little nour-
ishment, and at 1: 30 he sinks into another trance and holds conference 
with the spirits for the 'balance of the afternoon. In view of the fact 
that the office starts at 8 in the morning and at 1 in the afternoon, taking 
into consideration that Hoeft does not become unconscious until 8: 30 
an& 1: 30, respectively, the government gets an hour a day service out 
of him, which is pretty darn nice on the part of any assistant, because 
they usually fail to give the government any. On account of Hoeft's 
unexcelled speed he has been nicknamed "Mercury," and we admire 
him for his frequent eloquence and graceful expression, with accents 
on the bull. 
Weissfeld Bros. & Gross, New York City, have changed their place 
of business and will now be found at 35-37 White Street. 
The Exact Location 
William Lambie, a machinist at the-Rainey Coke Works, dropped 
dead of heart trouble in the Vvest End last Tuesday evening while com-
ing to town.-Mt. Pleasant (Fa.) Journal. 
A; It Looked to Him 
Ole Johnson came directly from the forests in Sweden to a lumber 
camp in northern Minnesota. On a recent visit to the city he saw the 
movin~ pictures for the first time in his life. 
"You yust bet Ay had gude time," he said, relating his experience 
back at camp, "an' would you believe 'im? · Ay vent in vun place where 
dey squirt pictures on de wall! "-Huron Eagle. 
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Seniors 
"0 Mr. Mauer," cried Mi~s Blank, holding out her hands, "I'm 
so glad, so anxious to have 'you know that the moment you first touched 
my tooth my pain left me instantly. Oh, what a wonderful man you 
are! I am so grateful to you that I felt compelled to express my grati-
tude." And she gave him the sweetest little look Every student in 
the C. C. D . S. ·will agree that he is certainly there with the touch. 
Lost: One good, well-mannered patient. It hap_pened this way: 
While Wittenberg was putting the final polish on a six-sheet filling he 
happened to remark that he himself had only cut half the prescribed 
number of "wisdom teeth." Upon hearing this the patient started on 
a run for the door. Out of breath and showing sign~ of fatigue he was 
finally stopped by a policeman. Upon being questioned he excitedly ex-
plained that he wasn't going to let anyone with only two wisdom teeth 
work on him, as they were only half-witted. 
" Never heard of such a thing before in all my life," said Cappel!. 
" Cementing a band around the root of a molar to keep it dry while treat-
ing the canals; no, never heard of it before," wiping the perspiration from 
his forehead long after the janitor had finished mopping the floors 
for the day. Though operating with a: muffier and shock absorbers on 
the lady, he finally decided that it could not be done. Remembering Dr. 
Johnson's advice about cases of identification of marred bodies by means 
of dental records, he proceeded to make a careful notation of the dif-
ferent pieces of jewelry in her mouth. One week later. Everything 
must be 0. K., as Cappell smiles once more and has not been seen 
hanging around the county morgue for two days. 
F~r some people this old world seems to be just one bundle of 
trouble-at least it seems so for J. Kamin. In taking impressions he 
cautioned the patient repeatedly to breathe through the nose, but that 
was entirely superfluous, because the aforementioned Kamin was careful 
to fi] the mouth completely with plaster, and to make doubly sure of 
getting both condyles, enough plaster was added to the facial portion 
of the impression to make it look like a cast for a fractured skull. At 
any rate, enough hair came out in the impre sion so that he won't have 
to buy a clothes bru h for some time to come. 
The saying, "It isn't the original cost, but the upkeep," which ap-
plies to a wife as well as to the automobile, did not act as a deterrent 
to Cigrand, who wears an expansi\'e smile !nee his recent de . ertion 
from the ranks of ingle blcs cdne s and entering the blissful realm of 
matrimony. He is still receiving congratulations, in which the boys 
all join heartily. He is now practicing one-half hour each day shouting 
the word "Papa" in the rain barrel to hear what the cho will sound 
like. 
And they say he i a student! Selling concrete blocks during 
vacation and having to carry eight amples. \Vhen they asked him to 
carry four extra new designs in addition, Greenwald quit. 
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Who put the Ban on Bannister? It could not have been Dr. Roach, 
because "You see it's just like this," said Bannister. "I assi~ted him 
in his demonstrations for three days during the National Conv·~ntion, 
and he and I are getting to be great friends-pretty thick." But of 
course we know who is the thickest. It was certainly interesting to 
view the different admirers of that porcelain jacket crown. We all 
felt mighty proud to be in the same class with an artist who could build 
up a tooth in such a manner. "Couldn't break it with a sledge hammer." 
And as to shade, a perfect iodin blend about the gingival with a sky blue 
pink .at the incisal. The contact was a trifle short on the mesial and 
distal surfaces, the occlusion some three millimeters short, a trifle out 
of alignment-good night. Outside of that it was a fine piece of 
ceramic art. Anyhow, he must have spent a great deal of effort upon 
the masterpiece, judging from the amount of fobacco spit in his private 
corner of the laboratory. Bannister is certainly a fine fellow, for after , 
getting that fifteen-dollar tip which he deserved after working " On 
the Bridge at Midnight," he invited the boys over to Felix's and treated 
them to a fine steak. 
A certain senior, who has suffered considerable humiliation on ~c­
count of being rejected for military service by his local board because he 
has flat feet, has contrived an ingenious method for correcting the de-
formity. The heels are removed from the shoes and reattached three 
inches forward from the posterior line of the counter of the shoe. 
This means that a perpendicular line dropped parallel to the long 
axis of the tibia and passing through the center of the astragalo-cal-
caneal articu~ation will pass seven millimeters behind the posterior sur-
faces of the heels so attached. A · friend of the inventive genius was 
describing the mathematics of the di covery when Gabby Kreeger in-
sisted upon learning the name of the inventor, but the name was not 
forthcoming. "Well, tell us if it is a boy or a girl," persisted Gabby. 
" I'll answer that," said the friend. " It surely is one of the boys, 
and do you know, that every morning he enter the infirmary, tips his 
hat, and says, 'Good morning, Mrs. House,' and she will ay, 'Good 
morning, Harry Mason.' " 
Beware of pickpockets-keep your hand on your pocketbook. After 
adju ting the rubber dam and covering his patient's eyes with a napkin 
so that it is impossible for him to ee, Zinser, making a lot of noise, re-
treats to the balcony. Putting on a pair of soft shoes and arming him-
self with a couple of barbed broaches he neaks up to the victim, enters 
the root canal and remove the pulp without the patient knowing it. 
Thus his early practice of employing oft-shoe tactics in order to keep 
the folk from knowing that he kept late hours, stands him in good 
stead. 
The open air, with its unbounded measure of health, the fa cina-
tion of the land cape and cool water for a time this summer lured both 
Dr. Puterbaugh and Dr. meltzer from the hum of the engine and the 
drudgery of the infirmary into taking a nice little fi hing trip into the 
wilds of Indiana. Being fine American citizens, and learning from the 
' 
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food administration that it was decidedly patriotic to eat fish, Dr. Puter-
baugh worked at night along the margin of the water's edge, armed 
with a magpifying mirror with electric attachments. In this manner 
he would succeed in either shocking them to death, or spearing them 
with the explorer, bringing in many an old German carp. Then, since 
Dr. Smeltzer can not sleep after daylight, he took the morning shift. 
Blowing a brand-new fish-horn caused them to gather in large num-
bers near the shore. Then he would simply po.ur his casting material 
over them, and after allowing sufficient time for it to harden, in came 
the prisoners. 
Must have been an old acquaintance. Marshall wanted an X-ray 
taken of his patient's pocketbook. · 
Hirsch · would make a good hangman, judging from the way he 
drops them in the chair; not content with cracking their necks he jars 
their plates right out upon the floor. 
Nickolas has invented a powerful magnet, which l)e intends market-
ing just as soon as he can obtain patent from Vvashington and get 
them manufactured. He has been using the original model in the clinic 
this . summer, remoying spiral broaches from root canals. 
Like the Irishman who wanted a hole of his own, Hoffman bored 
down into the alveolar process between the cuspid and lateral, looking 
for a pulp chamber, and using up considerable phenolsulphonic acid for 
the purpose of controlling hemorrhage. After the tissues were done to a 
crisp he proceeded to fill it with a large G. P. cone which showed up 
beautifully in the radiograph. That night some one studied dental 
anatomy. 
"0 Dr. Morris!" said Murphy, "this is my first patient, and he has 
never had a prophylaxis in his whole life before. Would you show me 
how to dust the cobwebs off his teeth?" 
You've heard the story of the young man who bribed his sweet-
heart's little brother by giving him a quarter for every four-leaved 
clover he cou:d find. Well, Lynch never d:d, but he wa observed 
flavoring impression wax with lavoris so that the little girl would sit 
on the bench and chew it while the afore aid Lynch was busily engaged 
at the chair, conversing with its mother. 
"Pumice is very healthy; won't hurt you a bit," remarked ecil 
Miller to his patient while shooting it down her neck, like ramming a 
charge down the old shotgun. 
We are now ready to believe that the war will end soon. Blake has 
put on a clean coat. 
Well, boys, five years from now, when you see my name in the 
flaring headlines as the great Fred Lauzer, you will ay to your fri nd , 
"Why, if it isn't Fred; he is an old cla mate of mine." Talk about your 
Brooklyn bridge! It i n't in it with the one he made. Fine piece of 
work-in fact, it wa so cla y that it kipped Dr. meltzer and marched 
directly into the examination room, for Dr. Put rbaugh' approval. 
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History fails to state just what happened in that chamber of horrors, 
but finally Lauzer emerged with the bridge in his hand; white, pale, 
and haggard. As he stood there, gasping for breath, he looked like 
seven days (a little weak). One of the bench warmers-Hart,- I think-
advised medicinal aid. "Not that, bad luck," he sighed; "a little out of 
line; got to make it over." Hard luck and bad luck fail to cover the 
case; just call it petrified. 
Riffkind has his coat sleeves made elbow length. What is good for 
chapped wrists? 
·Joel Herman, expert painter, must have had the waves of Lake 
Michigan in mind, judging from the way his case is all splashed up. 
Lunch time at the Beanery brought on a heated argument about the 
Y. M. C. A. Kurth, amid loud accusations, was heard to say, "I'm 
from Chicago; you can't kid me." Osterle, in se!f defense, was about to 
land somewhere upon his anatomy, when Paul Burns came upon the 
scene and objected to having Kurth carry away all the h·onors. Whis-
pering in Paul's ear, Kurth said, "I'll hit and run and you stick and 
slug." But the wisdom of Burns was exemplified in his fatherly advice: 
"My boy, it seems to me that at this time and age you would put a 
soft pedal on that kind of stuff." 
"No, I'm not Dr. Hall," he politely informe.d the good lady. ~<I 
guess you've made a mistake in the department. I'm not qualified to 
give advice on the matters you mention. While I could advise you 
upon the subject, I might not know just exactly what I was talking 
about. My name- is McConne 1, and I'm from a different department, 
where we make a specialty of root fillings without applying the rubber 
da1n." 
'Tis all off after Feb. 1. " Guess I will lay in a supply of hypo-
dermic needles," said Hoffeins. To be forewarned is to be forearmed, 
you know. No harm in making old "Bevo" stand for a few injections 
of 95 per cent solution. Do you think we could induce Dudley to 
keep open evenings and to put in a victrola? 
"Your heart is acting rather irregularly. Is there anything worry-
ing you?" 
"Not particularly. - Only just now when you put your hand in your 
pocket I thought for a moment you were going to give me your bill."-
Puck. 
He Called It Wrong 
"Any complaints, corporal?" asked the colonel, making, one mot n-
ing, a personal inspection. 
"Yes, sir. Taste that, sir," said the corporal. 
"Why," the colonel said, "that's the best soup I ever tasted." 
"Y cs, sir," said the corporal, "and the cook wants to call it coffee." 
-Boston Transcript. 
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Local Anesthesia Minus Novocaine's Faults, Found 
Stockholm.- The ranks of local anesthesia have been swelled 
by the addition of a new product called albromin, discovered by 
Dr. Ragnar Eckermann, a dentist of 1\!Ialmo, Sweden. It is claimed 
the new anesthetic has all the good properties of novocaine, with 
none of the latter's faults. 
Clqse to 100,000 experimental injections have been made by 
dentists, surgeons and veterinarians, which have shown that al-
bromin is nontoxic and not injurious to a weak heart. 
The experimenters declare nervous or hysterical persons are 
not susceptible to the disturbing after-effects usually attendant on 
the use of known local anesthetics in their case. The effect of 
albromin upon horses is far more intensive and less dangerous than 
that of cocaine, which hitherto has been the sole means of service. 
-Chicago T ribune. 
The lumberman and beema~ should be friendly all their lives; 
For one of them has shingles while the other has the hives. 
-Strickland Gillilan. 
A young man went to a dentist the other day to have several t eth 
extracted. 
"I suppose I ought to t.1ke something to deaden the pain, but I'm 
afraid of this gas you ' use," said the prospective patient. 
The dentist reassured him, and wound up with: "You'll only be 
unconscious two or three minutes at most." The patient took out his 
pocketbook. 
"Never mind that now," said the dentist; you can pay me when 
I've finished." 
"I wasn' t g oing to pay you!" exclaimed the patient. "I was going 
to count my money!" 
Canine Qualities 
" N ow children," said the teacher, "I have been talking about cul-
tivating a kindly disposition, and I will now tell you a little story. Henry 
had a nice little dog, gentle as a lamb. He would not bark at the passers 
by or at strange dogs, and would never bite. William's dog, on the con-
t rary, was always fighting other dogs, or flying at hens and cats, and sev-
eral t imes he seized a cow. He barked at strangers. Now, boys, which 
dog would you like to own-Henry's or William's?" 
The answer came instantly, in one eager shout, "William's! "-
E verybody's Magazine . 
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RATIO---amount of useful work producEd, 
to the energy expended in producing it . . 
ECONOMY---low cost of operation, rela-
__., -ti~-~ or absolute, as expressed in power, 
value or money. 
·1JURAB/LITY---the power of long resist-
ance to wear or change. 
A'l these three essentials are present in Ritter 
Dental Equipment in the highest possible degree, 
and the tens of thousands of Ritter Chairs, En-
gines, Lathes and other product in daily use are 
proving this assertion every day. 
1Jes( rip live literature upon request. 
THE RITTER DENTAL MFG. CO. 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 







DENTAL DEPARTMENT VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
([ Is the result of more than a quarter of a cen-
tury of steady development. 
([ The course of Instruction begins the first 
Tuesday in October. 
([ Located in the center of the greatest college 
and hospital district in the world, with unlimited 
clinical facilities, it offers every needed oppor-
tunity to the Dental S,tudent. 
FOR OATALOGUE GIVING DETAIL , ADDRESS 
Chicago College of Dental Surgery 
HARRISON AND WOOD STREETS 
l Vhen Writing- to Advertisers Please 1\lentlon the Bur 
fOR years the Dental Profession has 
had No Knowledge of. the physical 
properties of the DENTAL CEMENTS 
they were obliged to use 
but--. 
Dental Manufacturing Is advancing like 
everything else. 
THE GOLDSMITH COMPANY 
Has STANDARDIZED 
''Go dsmith'' Cement 
lllillll;lllllillllllllllllllll 
CRUSHING STRENGTH 
20,400 lbs. per square in., in 
24 hours. 
1111111111111111111111111111111 
And one of our customers claimed it was 
too sticky. 
Your Dealer will be glad to supply you 
. . 

Klassy Kut Klothes 
We ONLY SIX 
SPECIALIZE BLOCKS 





Ellsworth Landon & Son 
Cor. Ogden Ave. and Madison St. 
Chicago 
When Wrltlnc to Advertlleu Pleaae lentlon the Bur 
PECIALT 




Precious Metal, Special Prepared Nickel Silver, and the Blue 
Island Brand Non-Corrosive Metal Gold Color 
A postal card brings our Illustrated C~talogues to your office 
Our Goods are Sold by Dental Dealers Everywhere 
WEJSSFELD BRAND 
DENTAL COATS _-- "The Kind They All Admire" 
Trnde Mark Registered 
Washable Dental Coats, 100 different materials 
to ch0ose from. 'Iade from white or fast color ma-
terials. We shrink the material. Made in any style 
desired. 1\'Iade to order at reasonable prices. 1eas-
urement blanks, style sheets and samples free on 
request . Trousers to match the coats if desired·. 
Rubber extracting and laboratory aprons, also lab-
oratory coats. Chair covers, towels, headrests, white 
caps for patients. Free delivery to all the world. 
Thousands of satisfied customers. 
Suits, Raincoats, Auto Coats, Smoking Jackets, 
Bath Robes, Dressing Gowns and Uniforms for all 
purposes. 
Suits or Overcoats. Only the very best materials and the very best workma~J-Shlp. 
Big variety to choose from. A saving from $ LO to $15 on e\·ery Suit or Overcoat. 
5Al\1PLBS FREB ON REQUBST 
WEISSFELD BROS. & GROSS, Manufacturers 











Dental Supplies of Quality 
Landgrebe and Beart 
1\tlodern Dental Office Equipment 
31 W. Lake St. Chicago, Illinois 
When lVrltlng to Advertlsera Ple e Mention the Bur 
Demonstrative· Samples 
. ( 
are a Positive Medium to Increase Your Fees 
with but a Small Investment on Your Part 
A RE you making the most of the possibilities afforded by the Lin-
gual Bar or Palatine Bar Plate? 
Verbal descriptions fail to give patients 
an adequate idea of the various forms 
of aitchorages, or to impres·s them with 
the real value of these restorations. The 
sample drives home the facts, anrl sells 
this appliance where otherwise the 
patient might " balk " on price. 
The sample here illustrated sells, com-
plete, for $4.75. To reduce the price be-
low that of a practical case, we have 
made the lingual wire of base metal, 
but otherwise the entire construction is 
the same. The clasps are made of regu-
lation gauge of standard clasp .metal, 
and should the metal portion of the 
plate become discolored at any time, 
we will replate it free. 
Special Price $3. 7 5 to Students 
It is mainly due to lack of understanding, not to the difference in price, 
that the newest and most efficient methods and appliances employed in 
artificial tooth restoration are not more generally appreciated and in 
universal demand. The means in this case is a very simple one-the. 
same as is successfully used every day by the merchant around the corner. 
He also has goods that embody new ideas and certain distinct ·advantages 
and sell at a good stiff price. He arouses interest in them and a desire 
for them by displaying them in his windows and on his counters. Ef-
fective display aids him in inducing people to buy on his recommenda-
tions. You will find that when your suggestions are illustrated with 
actual samples of your skill and workmanship the number of "special" 
cases will be multiplied. 
Before you leave coJlege have some regular samples made up. They will 
give patients real confidence and enable you to get a larger fee. They are 
i•1st as necessary as your chair. 
DRS. CHRISTOPHER & GOLBECK 
World's Greatest Dente# Laboratory 
56 E"st Randolph Street CHICAGO, U. S. A~ 
The C. C. D. S. has a 
Students' Army 
Training Corps 
Barracks and Mess Halls 
under the direction of a 
commanding officer of the 
Army. 
Students are supplied with 
uniforms, guns, and equip-
ment; furnished barracks, 
mess, tuition, and receive $30 
per month pay while attend-
ing college. 
Any student physically fit, and be-
tween the ages of 18-45 is eligible. 
Classes are limited to 125 students. 




Dentists engaged in Oral Hygiene work 
·among school children will find the " Dental 
Examination Blank and Notice to Parents" 
we supply gratuitously to the Profession, 
quite helpful in their work .as the employ-
ment of it results in saving much time and 
when filled in becomes a permanent case rec-
ord. Two charts are embodied therein, show-
ing the temporary and permanent teeth, 
which are designated by characters; it also 
contains a few important questions. 
Leaflet " The Teeth and Their Care " in-
forms the reader as to proper care of the 
teeth, date of eruption, importance of the 
sixth year molars and emphasizes the neces-
sity of frequent visits to the dentist. 
This literature is furnished free of all cost, 
and if desired, professional card imprinted 
thereon. 
Lambert Pharmacal Company 
Manufacturers of 
LISTERINE 
21st and Locust Streets St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A. 
